Holiday How-to Workshop

9:30a – 1:00p

Presenters – timed sessions (10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 12:00, 12:30)

- Lindsay Rolph, The Design Source – How to decorate a mantel
- Fabulous You Boutique – Holiday fashion
- Artsy Soul – Candle making (limited to first 100 guests)
- Seeju Dupre – Tricks of the decorating trade
- Lucas Chavez – How to update centerpieces for each season
- Peggy Stirman – How to pack & what to wear for holiday travel
- Drayton Dupree – Holiday Libations

On the floor – drop-by fun:

- Soft Surroundings – Makeup touch-up
- Kelley Sweet – “Before” & “after” – How to look good in photos
- Twirl Cotton Candy – Cotton candy cart